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Abstract. Videos are composed of shots, each of which is recorded con-
tinuously by a camera, and video editing can be considered as a process
of re-sequencing shots selected from original videos. Shots usually include
redundant intervals, which are often edited out by professional editors.
Defining the intact interval which is used in the edited video as the ap-
propriate segment and all other intervals of equal length as inappropriate
segments, this paper proposes a method for automatically extracting ap-
propriate segments from shots. Since what kinds of characteristics make
an interval appropriate to be used in the edited video should be different
among shots with different content, the proposed method firstly cate-
gorizes shots according to their content with Support Vector Machines.
Then, the appropriate segments are extracted based on the temporal
patterns of audio and visual features in appropriate and inappropriate
segments learned with Hidden Markov Models for each shot category.
The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified with experiments.

Keywords: video editing, segment extraction, shot categorization, ex-
ample videos.

1 Introduction

Video editing is to create a new video content by combining segments selected
from original videos. There are two purposes of video editing, 1)efficiently
conveying information to viewers and 2)stimulating viewers’ interests. As an
example of automatic video editing techniques, video summarization has been
realized by extracting only semantically important video shots based on meta-
data to achieve the former purpose [1], and by extracting important shots based
on video tempo created by shot length, motion intensity, and audio energy to
achieve the latter purpose [2]. Although the videos created by their methods have
been verified to include similar content as manually edited videos, they are still
inferior in quality to professionally edited videos in terms of stimulating view-
ers’ interests. This is attributed to the fact that most existing methods consider
shots, each of which is recorded continuously by a camera, as the minimum units
of video segments. However, a shot often includes redundant intervals. Therefore,
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extracting only the essential intervals from shots is necessary to create videos
which more effectively stimulate viewer’s interests. In what follows, the interval
of a shot which is used in the edited video is referred as an appropriate segment
and all other intervals of equal length as inappropriate segments.

There are some related work for extracting appropriate segments from shots.
For example, a shot was shortened so that the motion intensity, direction, and
speed are similar between adjacent cut-out segments [3]. Further, important sub-
shots [4], which were divided based on the local maximum of frame difference,
speech segments [5], clips with clearly audible sound [6], and clips without exces-
sive camera motion or overexposure [7] have been extracted as the appropriate
segments. However, since the rules to evaluate the appropriateness of segments
are determined manually, questions still remain in their legitimacy.

We therefore propose a method for extracting appropriate segments from shots
based on temporal audio-visual patterns automatically obtained from example
videos. However, since the temporal audio-visual patterns can be different among
shots with different content, shots firstly need to be categorized based on their
content. Therefore, the proposed method starts with learning the audio and vi-
sual characteristics of each shot category with Support Vector Machines(SVMs).
Then, for each shot category, given sets of appropriate and inappropriate seg-
ments as examples, the proposed method learns the temporal patterns of how
frame-level audio and visual features change in each type of segment with Hid-
den Markov Models(HMMs). Finally, when an original shot is given, the method
determines its shot category with the learned SVMs and extracts an appropriate
segment from the shot based on its likelihood value to be observed in the learned
HMMs.

2 Appropriate Segment Extraction

Fig. 1 shows the outline of the proposed method. The proposed method consists
of two phases: Learning Phase and Segment Extraction Phase. We assume that
audio and visual features change in a characteristic way in appropriate segments
selected by professional editors. However, since the temporal patterns in appro-
priate segments can be different among shots with different content, shots need
to be categorized first. Therefore, in Learning Phase, after extracting a set of
audio and visual features from each shot, the characteristics of each shot cate-
gory are learned with SVMs. Then, given sets of appropriate and inappropriate
segments as examples for each shot category, the temporal patterns of how au-
dio and visual features change in each type of segment are learned with HMMs.
Each feature is discretized to represent frames with similar audio and visual fea-
tures with a symbol. Then, symbol sequence patterns in appropriate segments
and inappropriate segments are learned with HMMs, generating a HMM for
appropriate segments and a HMM for inappropriate segments respectively.

In Segment Extraction Phase, when an original shot and the length of the
segment to be extracted are given, the shot category is determined based on
the learned SVMs. A symbol sequence of the original shot is obtained and the
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Fig. 1. Outline of the method

likelihoods for all segments of the specified length to be observed in each HMM
are calculated. The segment with the maximum ratio between the likelihood
values for the HMMs for appropriate segments and for inappropriate segments
is extracted as the most appropriate segment. The proposed method requires
the following four procedures.

1. Shot Categorization with SVMs
2. Symbolization
3. Symbol Sequence Pattern Learning with HMMs
4. Segment Extraction

2.1 Shot Categorization with SVMs

Audio and visual temporal patterns in appropriate segments should be different
among shots with different content. For example, in shots which include cam-
era motion or fast moving objects, large visual changes tend to attract human
attention. In shots which include dialogue, human-voice intervals are considered
important. This paper especially focuses on these two types of shots and defines
the former shots as Action, the latter as Conversation, and the other shots as
Others.
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In Learning Phase, after extracting audio or visual features which can de-
scribe the difference among three shot categories from sample shots, the proposed
method firstly learns the audio-visual characteristics of each shot category.

The characteristic of each shot category is shown in Table 1. There can be
large visual changes only in Action shots. Moreover, Conversation and Others
differ in whether they include voice and human faces or not. We therefore use a
hierarchical structure as shown in Fig. 2 to categorize shots. Shots are initially
categorized into Action and Non-Action shots based on visual features. In the
next step, Non-Action shots are categorized into Conversation and Others based
on audio and visual features.

Since Action shots include large luminance change and their shot length is
relatively short, we use the shot length, visual disturbance and average luminance
difference as the visual features. Visual disturbance is computed based on the
structural tensors of frames in each shot[8]. In addition, since the frequency
spectrum are different between Conversation and Others shots and Zero Crossing
Ratio(ZCR) varies widely in human-voice intervals, we use the mean and variance
of ZCR, and Energy Ratio of SubBand at frequency band(ERSB[1/2/3]) as the
audio features[9]. Furthermore, since Conversation shots usually include human
faces, we compute the ratio of human face areas to the image size using the face
detection algorithm in OpenCV library[10][11].

We use SVMs for shot categorization. SVM is one of the machine learning
methods, which is easily adaptable to two-category problems. Since the shots
are categorized into two categories in each hierarchy, SVM is adaptable to shot
categorization in the proposed method.

Finally, given an original shot, Segment Extraction Phase categorizes it as
one of the three categories based on its extracted features with SVMs learned in
Learning Phase.

All Shots

Non-Action Shots

Visual Features

Audio &Visual Feature

Categorization
With SVM

Action Shots
Conversation

Shots
Others Shots

Action Shots

Fig. 2. Shot Categorization with SVM
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Table 1. Characteristics of Shot Category

Category Visual Characteristic Audio Characteristic
Action large change none

Conversation small change voice
human faces

Others small change non-voice

2.2 Symbolization

After categorization, temporal patterns in the appropriate segments need to be
learned with HMMs. Which audio or visual features change characteristically in
appropriate segments should depend on the shot categories. Therefore, the audio
and visual features which suit for each shot category need to be extracted. In
this paper, focusing especially on Conversation and Action shots, we extract fea-
tures suitable for each shot category[12]. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics
of appropriate segments for each shot category and audio and visual features
determined to be used based on the characteristics. In this table, STE stands for
Short-Time Energy, ESTD for STE Standard Deviation, and LSTER for Low
Short-Time Energy Ratio[9], According to the table, we extract relevant features
for each category from each frame in order to see how these features change over
a sequence of frames.

We use Principal Component Analysis(PCA) to reduce the noise contained in
features, and as a result, to reduce the dimension of features. After discretiza-
tion of each component, all features in each discretized feature vector space is
represented with a symbol. Consequently, a sequence of frames is transformed
into a sequence of symbols.

2.3 Symbol Sequence Pattern Learning with HMMs

Hidden Markov Models(HMMs) are used to learn the temporal patterns of the
symbol sequence of appropriate segments and inappropriate segments. HMM is
one of the popular techniques to construct an efficient model which describes
the temporal patterns of data sequence [13]. The main advantages over other
methods, such as Support Vector Machines and Neural Networks, are their ability
to model variable-length patterns. Since the length of the appropriate segments
is varied for each shot, we need to use a recognition model which can learn
variable-length patterns. The symbol sequences of appropriate segments and
inappropriate segments for each shot category are fed into two separate HMMs.
The parameters of HMM are learned with Baum-Welch algorithm[13].

2.4 Segment Extraction

Finally, when an original shot and the time length of the segment to be extracted
are specified by a user, the proposed method extracts an appropriate segment
of the specified length based on the learned HMMs. Fig. 3 shows the flow of
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Table 2. Audio and Visual Features

Shot Category Characteristics of audio and visual features
appropriate segments
clearly audible voice STE, ESTD, LSTER
frequency spectrum

Conversation which largely differs from ERSB
that in non-voice segments

widely varied zero crossing ratio ZCR
large luminance change Luminance

Action widely varied zero crossing ratio ZCR
sharp loud sound effects STE

segment extraction. k denotes the number of frames of the appropriate segment.
First, a symbol sequence is extracted from the given original shot. hk(f), the
log likelihood for a sequence of k symbols centered at the fth symbol to be
observed in the HMM for appropriate segments, and gk(f), the log likelihood
for the same sequence to be observed in the HMM for inappropriate segments,
are calculated with Forward algorithm[13]. Then, a segment centered at the F th
frame, is extracted as the most appropriate segment as follows.

F = arg max
f

(hk(f) − gk(f)) (1)

3 Experiments

We evaluated our proposed method using 26 action movies and their trailers.
Movie trailers are one of the representative professionally edited videos, mainly
designed to attract viewers’ interests. Another benefit of using these videos are
that both of the original videos and edited videos are easily available.

3.1 Shot Categorization

We categorized shots selected randomly from action movies into three cate-
gories, 1)Action, 2)Conversation, and 3)Others. The title of movies and the
number of sample and test shots are shown in Table 3 and the result of shot
categorization is shown in Table 4. 75.9%((43+39)/108) of shots were correctly
categorized into Action and Non-Action shots, and 71.8%((16+12)/39) of Non-
Action shots were correctly categorized into Conversation and Others. However,
34.3%((12+14+6+5)/108) of shots were incorrectly categorized.

Fig. 4 shows some examples of incorrectly categorized shots. For example, a
Conversation shot (a) was incorrectly categorized as an Action due to its large
visual change. Since Conversation shots tend to include close-up faces as shown
in Fig. 5, small motions of characters largely increases luminance difference which
makes them resemble to Action shots.

An Action shot (b) was incorrectly categorized as a Non-Action shot since
the intervals of large visual change were relatively short against the shot length
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and the average luminance difference was low. Similarly, a Conversation shot (c)
was incorrectly categorized as an Others shot since the length of dialogue was
relatively short against the shot length and human face areas were small. In this
paper, we extracted audio and visual features per frame which are influenced
by the shot length as a visual feature. We therefore need to consider other
features which are not influenced by the shot length, such as the max luminance
difference.

Moreover, an Others shot (d) was incorrectly categorized as a Conversation
since the moaning sound of the character yielded similar audio features to Con-
versation shots. However, since intervals which include moaning sound of the
character could be essential, it could have an insignificant effect on appropriate
segment extraction.
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Table 3. Sample and Test Shots for Shot Categorization

Action Conversation Others
Movie Title Sample Test Sample Test Sample Test

Shot Shot Shot Shot Shot Shot
Back to the Future Part II 9 0 10 0 7 0

Butterfly Effect 0 0 0 2 0 0
Day After Tomorrow 0 5 0 3 0 0

Harry Potter II 0 0 0 4 0 0
Harry Potter III 3 0 3 1 2 1
Harry Potter IV 0 2 0 0 7 3
Harry Potter V 0 1 0 0 0 8

I, ROBOT 0 9 0 0 0 0
Live Free or Die Hard 0 1 0 0 0 1

MI:2 0 0 0 1 0 0
MI:3 0 6 0 0 0 0

Minority Report 5 0 6 4 0 0
Mr. and Mrs. Smith 0 4 0 4 0 0
New Police Story 0 1 0 1 0 0

Pirates of the Caribbean II 0 7 0 3 0 0
Star Wars I 0 0 0 2 0 0

Resident Evil: Apocalypse 0 1 0 0 0 0
Star Wars II 0 13 0 2 0 0
Star Wars III 2 0 5 0 4 0

The Lord of the Rings I 8 0 2 0 2 3
The Lord of the Rings II 3 0 1 0 1 0
The Lord of the Rings III 0 3 0 3 0 4

Transformers 0 4 0 1 1 0
Van Helsing 3 0 8 0 2 0

Total 33 57 35 31 26 20

3.2 Appropriate Segment Extraction

We extracted shots from movie trailers as the appropriate segments, and the cor-
responding shots as the original shot. Then, the intervals excluding the appro-
priate segments are extracted from the original shot as the redundant intervals.
Table 5 shows the titles and the number of sample and test original shots. Here,
appropriate and inappropriate segments obtained from sample original shots are
used as examples and an appropriate segment is extracted from the test original
shot by the proposed method.

Objective Evaluation. As an objective evaluation, we compared the appro-
priate segments extracted by the proposed method with the segments used in
movie trailers[12], In what follows, we call segments extracted by the proposed
method extracted segments, and segments used in movie trailers correct segments.
In evaluation, we allowed the frame difference between the extracted segment
and the correct segment up to t frames. Table 6 shows the results of objective
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Table 4. Result of Shot Categorization with SVMs

Result of Categorization
Action Non-Action

Action 43 14
Correct Non-Action 12 39
Shot Conversation Others

Category Conversation 16 5
Others 6 12

(a) Conversation → Action

(b) Action → Non-Action

(d) Others → Conversation(c) Conversation → Others

Fig. 4. Examples of Incorrectly Categorized Shots

evaluation. When t = 5, the appropriate segments were correctly extracted from
72.5% of the original shots.

Fig. 6 shows an example of extracting an appropriate segment. The original
shot includes a crash scene in which a truck nearly hits a character, which
corresponds to the correct segment, and the proposed method was able to extract
the same segment within 3-frame difference by the proposed method.

Subjective Evaluation. As a subjective evaluation, we also conducted a ques-
tionnaire to evaluate if users feel the extracted segments are appropriate to be
used in edited videos. This questionnaire was administered to 14 people. First,
we presented them the original shot and then three segments as the appropriate

Fig. 5. Conversation Shots
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Table 5. Sample and Test Shots for Appropriate Segment Extraction

Action Conversation
Movie Title Sample Test Sample Test

Shot Shot Shot Shot
New Police Story 1 0 1 1

MI:2 0 0 1 0
MI:3 2 4 0 0

Mr. and Mrs. Smith 3 2 4 2
Day After Tomorrow 1 3 2 1

Minority Report 0 0 3 1
Butterfly Effect 0 0 1 2

I, ROBOT 3 6 0 0
Dead Man’s Chest 0 7 0 3

Star Wars I 0 1 0 3
Star Wars II 0 13 0 2
Star Wars III 0 4 0 2

Resident Evil: Apocalypse 0 1 0 0
Harry Potter I 0 0 0 1
Harry Potter II 0 5 0 2
Harry Potter III 0 1 0 2

Total 10 47 12 22
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Table 6. Results of Objective Evaluation

Accuracy
Action Conversation

t=2 53%(25/47) 60%(11/22)
t=3 60%(28/47) 64%(14/22)
t=5 72%(34/47) 73%(16/22)

Correct 

Segment
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Experimental Subject :        
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Fig. 7. Result of Subjective Evaluation

segment, 1)correct segment, 2)extracted segment, and 3)random segment, and
asked them to rank the three segments in terms of their adequacy[12]. In this
questionnaire, we allowed them to rank more than two segments in the same
rank. Fig. 7 shows the results of the subjective evaluation. These results have
verified that the proposed method was able to extract subjectively appropriate
segments.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method for automatically extracting an appropriate
segment from an original shot based on the temporal patterns of how the audio
and visual features change both in the appropriate and inappropriate segments,
which are automatically learned from examples. The proposed method is com-
posed of shot categorization with SVMs and segment extraction with HMMs.
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We experimented the proposed method using examples obtained from movies
and their trailers. According to the experiments, 75.4% of shots were correctly
categorized into Action and Non-Action shots, and 71.8% of Non-Action shots
were correctly categorized into Conversation and Others. However there is still
need for more argument about which audio and visual features should be used
to categorize shots. Results of objective and subjective evaluation have verified
the effectiveness of the proposed method in extracting appropriate segments.
We need to consider how to automatically determine the number of frames of
appropriate segments to be extracted.
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